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Eventually, you will enormously discover a supplementary experience and achievement by spending more cash. still when? get you take on that you
require to get those every needs considering having significantly cash? Why dont you try to acquire something basic in the beginning? Thats
something that will lead you to understand even more vis--vis the globe, experience, some places, in imitation of history, amusement, and a lot more?
It is your entirely own period to feign reviewing habit. along with guides you could enjoy now is Crimes Against Magic The Hellequin Chronicles
1 below.

Crimes Against Magic - Steve McHugh 2013
How do you keep the people you care about safe from enemies you can't
remember? Ten years ago, Nate Garrett awoke on a cold warehouse floor
with no memory of his past and the only clues to his identity a piece of
paper with his name on it and a propensity toward magic. Now he's a
powerful sorcerer and a successful thief for hire, but it turns out that
those who stole his memories aren't done with him yet. When they cause
a job to go bad, threatening a sixteen-year-old girl, Nate swears to
protect her. But with his enemies closing in and the barrier holding back
his memories beginning to crumble, Nate is forced to confront his
forgotten life in the hope of stopping an enemy he can't remember.
Crimes Against Magic is a dark, fast-paced urban fantasy torn between
modern-day London and fifteenth-century France.
Stories of Your Life and Others - Ted Chiang 2010-10-26
From the author of Exhalation, an award-winning short story collection
that blends "absorbing storytelling with meditations on the universe,
being, time and space ... raises questions about the nature of reality and
what it is to be human" (The New York Times). Stories of Your Life and
Others delivers dual delights of the very, very strange and the
heartbreakingly familiar, often presenting characters who must confront
sudden change—the inevitable rise of automatons or the appearance of
aliens—with some sense of normalcy. With sharp intelligence and humor,
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Chiang examines what it means to be alive in a world marked by
uncertainty, but also by beauty and wonder. An award-winning collection
from one of today's most lauded writers, Stories of Your Life and Others
is a contemporary classic. Includes “Story of Your Life”—the basis for the
major motion picture Arrival
Myths of the Norsemen - Hélène Adeline Guerber 1912
Outer Darkness/Chew: Fusion Cuisine - John Layman 2020-09-09
The creators of CHEW reunite for the first time in the most unexpected
crossover ever! Just how does Tony Chu wind up aboard the starship
Charon thousands of years in the future? How does Captain Joshua Rigg
deal with this cibopathic stowaway? You'll have to read this to find out!
Collects OUTER DARKNESS/CHEW #1-3
Theater as Metaphor - Elena Penskaya 2019-05-20
The papers of the present volume investigate the potential of the
metaphor of life as theater for literary, philosophical, juridical and
epistemological discourses from the Middle Ages through modernity, and
focusing on traditions as manifold as French, Spanish, Italian, German,
Russian and Latin-American.
Druid Apprentice - Massey 2019-08-26
I'm Colin McCool, world-class shit magnet and druid apprentice
extraordinaire. I survived my final confrontation with the Dark Druid by
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the skin of my teeth. But that stunt attracted the attention of some
extremely nasty gods who now consider me a threat to their very
existence... Hashtag FML, amirite? Now, I'm in a race to master the ways
of druid magic, all while staying one step ahead of the immortal
assassins trying to kill me. Question is, can I wield enough power to
protect the people I love from the divine wrath of the gods? Even I doubt
my chances. But with a slew of angry demigods on my ass and a friend's
life in the balance, I only have one choice--fight or be damned to the dead
realm of Tech Duinn, forever. DRUID APPRENTICE A New Adult Urban
Fantasy Novel From M.D. Massey Book 9 In The Colin McCool
Paranormal Suspense Series You'll love this urban fantasy novel with a
twist of suspense, because everybody loves a down on his luck magician
who has to fight to save the people he loves. Get your copy today!
Hild - Nicola Griffith 2013-11-12
Possessing uncanny powers of observation that elevate her influence in
turbulent seventh-century Britain, Hild, the king's youngest niece, is
established as a seer and compelled to advise the king correctly at the
risk of her loved ones. By the Nebula Award-winning author of
Ammonite. 75,000 first printing.
A Flicker of Steel - Steve McHugh 2018
Avalon stands revealed, but the war is far from over. For Layla Cassidy,
it has only just begun. Thrust into a new world full of magic and
monsters, Layla has finally come to terms with her supernatural powers-and left her old life behind. But her enemies are relentless. Sixteen
months after her life changed forever, Layla and her team are besieged
during a rescue attempt gone awry and must fight their way through to
freedom. It turns out that Avalon has only grown since their last
encounter, adding fresh villains to its horde. Meanwhile, revelations
abound as Layla confronts twists and betrayals in her own life, with each
new detail adding to the shadow that looms over her. As Layla fights
against the forces of evil, her powers begin to increase--and she
discovers more about the darkness that lies in her past. As this same
darkness threatens her future, will she be ready to fight for everything
she holds dear?
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The Salt Roads - Nalo Hopkinson 2015-01-27
Nebula Award Finalist: This “sexy, disturbing, touching, wildly comic . . .
tour de force” blends fantasy, folklore, and the history of women and
slavery (Kirkus Reviews, starred review). In 1804, shortly before the
Caribbean island of Saint Domingue is renamed Haiti, a group of women
gather to bury a stillborn baby. Led by a lesbian healer and midwife
named Mer, the women’s lamentations inadvertently release the dead
infant’s “unused vitality” to draw Ezili—the Afro-Caribbean goddess of
sexual desire and love—into the physical world. As Ezili explores her
newfound powers, she travels across time and space to inhabit the
midwife’s body—as well as those of Jeanne, a mixed-race dancer and the
mistress of Charles Baudelaire living in 1880s Paris, and Meritet, an
enslaved Greek-Nubian prostitute in ancient Alexandria. Bound together
by Ezili and “the salt road” of their sweat, blood, and tears, the three
women struggle against a hostile world, unaware of the goddess’s
presence in their lives. Despite her magic, Mer suffers as a slave on a
sugar plantation until Ezili plants the seeds of uprising in her mind.
Jeanne slowly succumbs to the ravages of age and syphilis when her
lover is unable to escape his mother’s control. And Meritet, inspired by
Ezili, flees her enslavement and makes a pilgrimage to Egypt, where she
becomes known as Saint Mary. With unapologetically sensual prose, Nalo
Hopkinson, the Nebula Award–winning author of Midnight Robber,
explores slavery through the lives of three historical women touched by a
goddess in this “electrifying bravura performance by one of our most
important writers” (Junot Díaz).
Tribe of Hackers - Marcus J. Carey 2019-07-23
Tribe of Hackers: Cybersecurity Advice from the Best Hackers in the
World (9781119643371) was previously published as Tribe of Hackers:
Cybersecurity Advice from the Best Hackers in the World
(9781793464187). While this version features a new cover design and
introduction, the remaining content is the same as the prior release and
should not be considered a new or updated product. Looking for realworld advice from leading cybersecurity experts? You’ve found your
tribe. Tribe of Hackers: Cybersecurity Advice from the Best Hackers in
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the World is your guide to joining the ranks of hundreds of thousands of
cybersecurity professionals around the world. Whether you’re just
joining the industry, climbing the corporate ladder, or considering
consulting, Tribe of Hackers offers the practical know-how, industry
perspectives, and technical insight you need to succeed in the rapidly
growing information security market. This unique guide includes
inspiring interviews from 70 security experts, including Lesley Carhart,
Ming Chow, Bruce Potter, Robert M. Lee, and Jayson E. Street. Get the
scoop on the biggest cybersecurity myths and misconceptions about
security Learn what qualities and credentials you need to advance in the
cybersecurity field Uncover which life hacks are worth your while
Understand how social media and the Internet of Things has changed
cybersecurity Discover what it takes to make the move from the
corporate world to your own cybersecurity venture Find your favorite
hackers online and continue the conversation Tribe of Hackers is a musthave resource for security professionals who are looking to advance their
careers, gain a fresh perspective, and get serious about cybersecurity
with thought-provoking insights from the world’s most noteworthy
hackers and influential security specialists.
Redemption Song - Craig Schaefer 2014-07-20
"Daniel Faust, Las Vegas sorcerer and career criminal, has never pulled
the trigger on an innocent man. When the infernal Prince Sitri challenges
him to do just that, though, he can't walk away. His lover, Caitlin, is
Sitri's right hand...and if Daniel refuses the job, he'll never see her
again."--Page 4 of cover.
Born of Hatred - Steve McHugh 2013-09-17
Nathan Garrett is asked to help a friend find a serial killer whose
gruesome patterns reveal pure evil. Though Nate is powerful, he fears he
may be defeated until he remembers why his enemies will not triumph.
Scorched Shadows - Steve McHugh 2017-12-19
In the final chapter of the Hellequin Chronicles, secrets will be revealed,
friendships tested, and destinies fulfilled. Avalon is under siege. A
shadowy cabal, headed by a mysterious figure known only as "My Liege,"
has launched a series of deadly attacks across the globe, catching
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innocent human bystanders in the crossfire. Emerging from the debris of
battle, Nate Garrett, the sixteen-hundred-year-old sorcerer also called
Hellequin, and his friends must stop My Liege once and for all. But
powerful forces stand in their way. To save Avalon, they will need to
enlist the help of Mordred, once Nate's greatest nemesis, now his most
formidable ally. But Mordred is grappling with a dark prophecy that
could spell Nate's doom... The fate of the world hangs in the balance.
Even if Nate can halt the war, will there be anything left worth saving?
A Glimmer of Hope - Steve McHugh 2018-09
From Steve McHugh, the bestselling author of The Hellequin Chronicles,
comes a new urban fantasy series packed with mystery, action, and,
above all, magic. Layla Cassidy has always wanted a normal life, and the
chance to put her father's brutal legacy behind her. And in her final year
of university she's finally found it. Or so she thinks. But when Layla
accidentally activates an ancient scroll, she is bestowed with an
incredible, inhuman power. She plunges into a dangerous new world, full
of mythical creatures and menace--all while a group of fanatics will stop
at nothing to turn her abilities to their cause. To protect those she loves
most, Layla must take control of her new powers...before they destroy
her. All is not yet lost--there is a light shining, but Layla must survive
long enough to see it.
The Burns Fire - N. M. Thorn 2019-02-26
When you're a supernatural weapon of mass destruction, it can be hard
to walk in the world of humans, especially when you work for the
FBI...Zane Burns--a.k.a. Gunz--is a Fire Salamander who works for a
secret paranormal division of the FBI. When he gets a call in the middle
of the night to get involved in a multiple homicide investigation, he soon
finds himself embroiled in a storm of supernatural mayhem and violence
powered by dark magical forces that will stretch both his abilities and
resolve to breaking point.Soon, Gunz becomes entangled in a web of lies
and intrigue, making it impossible to tell who is friend and who is foe.
One thing's for sure, though... if he is to survive, he must push himself
and his abilities further than he ever has before.If you like Jim Butcher,
M.D. Massey, Shannon Mayer, or K.F. Breene, you will enjoy the first
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installment of the Salamander Chronicles, Urban Fantasy Action
Adventure Series.
On a Pale Horse - Piers Anthony 2012-02-14
In this first novel of the Incarnations of Immortality, Piers Anthony
combines a gripping story of romance and conflicting loyalties with a
deeply moving examination of the meaning of life and death. This is a
novel that will long linger in the reader's mind. Shooting Death was a
mistake, as Zane soon discovered. For the man who killed the
Incarnation of Death was immediately forced to assume the vacant
position! Thereafter, he must speed over the world, riding his pale horse,
and ending the lives of others. Zane was forced to accept his unwelcome
task, despite the rules that seemed woefully unfair. But then he found
himself being drawn into an evil plot of Satan. Already the prince of Evil
was forging a trap in which Zane must act to destroy Luna, the woman
he loved. He could see only one possible way to defeat the Father of Lies.
It was unthinkable—but he had no other solution!
The Rivers of Zadaa - D.J. MacHale 2005-07-01
The battle continues. The struggle of good versus evil continues as Bobby
Pendragon follows Saint Dane to the territory of Zadaa. Saint Dane's
influence has fueled the fire of discontent between two warring tribes:
the Rokador and the Batu. This is also the territory where the Traveler
Loor lives as a member of the Batu. Together she and Bobby must work
to thwart Saint Dane's efforts to destroy Zadaa. But as Bobby pursues
Saint Dane, he begins to notice changes in himself. He is no longer a flip
kid looking for excitement. He is a young man beginning to see this quest
as more than a series of adventures. He is also learning that as a
Traveler, he has powers no normal human should have. In this latest
installment of Bobby Pendragon's battle to save humanity, discovery and
danger go hand in hand as D. J. MacHale takes readers on an emotional
thrill ride they won't soon forget..
Monster Hunter Nemesis - Larry Correia 2014-06-16
#5 in multiple New York Times bestseller Larry Correias Monster
Hunter series. Agent Franks of the U.S. Monster Control Bureau is a man
of many parts¾parts from other people, that is. Franks is nearly seven
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feet tall and all muscle. He's nearly indestructible. Plus hes animated by
a powerful alchemical substance and inhabited by a super-intelligent
spirit more ancient than humanity itself. Good thing hes on our side.
More or less. Sworn to serve and protect the United States of America
from all monsters by one of the countrys founding fathers, Franks has
only one condition to the agreement: no matter what the government
learns of him, no matter what is discovered concerning his odd
physiology or the alchemy behind the elixir that made him, the
government is never, ever allowed to try and make more like him. Such
is absolutely forbidden and should the powers-that-be do so, then the
agreement is null and void. Project Nemesis: in a secret location, using
sophisticated technology and advanced genetic engineering, the director
of the very agency Franks works for is making more like him. And the
director is not content with making one. Nope, hes making thirteen.
Now all bets are off, and Hell hath no fury like a monster betrayed.
Particularly if that monster happens to be an undying killing machine
capable of taking out vampires and werewolves with one hand tied
behind his back. At the publisher's request, this title is sold without DRM
(Digital Rights Management). Lexile Score: 800 About Larry Correias
Monster Hunter series _[A] no-holds-barred all-out page turner that is
part science fiction, part horror, and an absolute blast to
read.Ó¾Bookreporter.com _If you love monsters and action, youll love
this book. If you love guns, youll love this book. If you love fantasy, and
especially horror fantasy, youll love this book.Ó¾Knotclan.com _A gun
person who likes science fiction¾or, heck, anyone who likes science
fiction¾will enjoy [these books]ãThe plotting is excellent, and Correia
makes you care about the charactersãI read both books without putting
them down except for workãso whaddaya waitin for? Go and buy
someãfor yourself and for stocking stuffers.Ó¾Massad Ayoob About
Larry Correias Monster Hunter Vendetta: _This lighthearted,
testosterone-soaked sequel to 2009's Monster Hunter International will
delight fans of action horror with elaborate weaponry, hand-to-hand
combat, disgusting monsters, and an endless stream of blood and body
parts.Ó¾Publishers Weekly The Monster Hunter Series Monster Hunter
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International Monster Hunter Vendetta Monster Hunter Alpha Monster
Hunter Legion Monster Hunter Nemesis The Monster Hunters (Omnibus
contains Monster Hunter International, Monster Hunter Vendetta, and
Monster Hunter Alpha)
Letters on Demonology and Witchcraft - Walter Scott 1885

has picked now, of all times, to fulfill her end of an ancient bargain. And
she isn't willing to take no for an answer. So, no pressure or anything.
The Nine Realms SagaVigiles Urbani Chronicles Accession of the Stone
Born: Nine Realms Saga Dust Walkers Shades of Fire & Ash Warden
Global Series The Wanderer Awakens Sleipnir's Heart (short story) Rise
of the Storm Bringer Lamia's Curse (short story) Children of the Storm
Plague Bearer Dawning: Nine Realms Saga Withering Fall of Eleazar:
Nine Realms Saga
A Thunder of War - Steve McHugh 2018-11-15
There's thunder on the horizon, and the lightning of war is about to
strike. After years of struggle, Layla Cassidy has finally mastered the
dark powers that threatened to control her and turned them to good.
She's ready to fight, but the next battle will be her greatest test yet. The
forces of Avalon are growing ever stronger, reinforcing their dominance
with almighty displays of brutality. When Abaddon comes close to
crushing Layla and her friends, it's clear that the thunder of war is about
to give way to lightning--and that they have no chance of surviving it
alone. The final battle against Abaddon is drawing closer. Now Layla and
her friends must fight for themselves--and the future of the world. To
win, they will need every power and ally they can muster. But even with
all their strength, will it be enough to stand against the impending doom?
Monster Hunter Legion - Larry Correia 2012-09-01
When hunters from around the world gather in Las Vegas for a
conference, a creature left over from a World War Two weapons
experiment wakes up and goes on a rampage across the desert. A not-sofriendly wager between the rival companies turns into a race to see who
can bag the mysterious creature first. Only there is far more to this
particular case than meets the eye, and as Hunters fall prey to their
worst nightmares, Owen Zastava Pitt and the staff of Monster Hunter
International have to stop an ancient god from turning Sin City into a
literal hell on earth. At the publisher's request, this title is sold without
DRM (Digital Rights Management).
Boys Don't Cry - Malorie Blackman 2011
"You have it all planned out. A summer of freedom, university, a career

With Silent Screams - Steve McHugh 2014-02-18
An old nemesis brings a new threat to Nate Garrett who must find the
connection between several murder victims, a madman, and an alchemist
in order to save his world.
Witch Hunt - Devin O'Branagan 2012-12-08
Five novellas based on Devin O'Branagan's bestselling novel, Witch Hunt.
The anthology begins with O'Branagan's own novella about the
Hawthorne matriarch, Vivian. She and her fellow British witches work
together to prevent a Nazi invasion during World War II. Then there is
Colonial maiden, Bridget, who struggles with the guilt of failing her
family in Salem, 1692. Her younger sister, Prissy, mysteriously
disappears and finds another magical world. Julia, torn by family
loyalties, love, and her spiritual quest, pays a huge price to continue the
bloodline. And Miranda uses her powers against the great influenza
outbreak of 1918 - but finds the ultimate foe is prejudice against her
kind. Discover what was left out of Witch Hunt and revisit your favorite
characters with these exciting novellas. The story isn't done until the
battle's lost and won.
Storm Fall - Ken Lange 2021-04-28
Considering the last few years, Viktor Warden should be prepared for
anything: a murderous ex-wife, body-snatching, and fighting tooth and
nail with some of the most evil, gruesome foes the world has ever seen.
Looks like that might have just been the warm-up. As the world reels in
the wake of a pandemic, ghosts from his past rise out of the Aether to
extract their pound of flesh whether he's willing to pay or not. In his
search to stay above ground, he'll need to fend off cultists, the Blightedvampires changed by the Gaia contagion--and the Black Circle, all at
once.To further complicate matters, he's on a tight schedule. Xiwangmu
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as a journalist - your future looks bright. But when the doorbell rings it's
your ex-girlfriend; and she's carrying a baby. Your baby. You agree to
look after it, just for an hour or two. Then she doesn't come back and
your life changes for ever"--Back cover. First person recount.
Trail of Dead - Melissa F. Olson 2013-06-04
"As a null, Scarlett Bernard possesses a rare ability to counteract the
supernatural by instantly neutralizing spells and magical forces. For
years she has used her gift to scrub crime scenes of any magical traces,
helping the powerful paranormal communities of Los Angeles stay
hidden. But after LAPD detective Jesse Cruz discovered Scarlett's secret,
he made a bargain with her: solve a particularly grisly murder case, and
he would stay silent about the city's unearthly underworld. Now two
dead witches are found a few days before Christmas, and Scarlett is once
again strong-armed into assisting the investigation. She soon finds a
connection between the murders and her own former mentor, Olivia, a
null who mysteriously turned into a vampire and who harbors her own
sinister agenda. Now Scarlett must revisit her painful past to find Olivia-unless the blood-drenched present claims her life first."--Back cover.
Lies Ripped Open - Steve McHugh 2015-08-25
Over a hundred years have passed since a group of violent killers went
on the rampage, murdering innocent victims for fun. But even back then,
sorcerer Nate Garrett, aka Hellequin, knew there was more to it than
simple savage pleasure--souls were being stolen. Nate's discovery of the
souls' use, and of those supporting the group's plan, made him question
everything he believed. Now the group Nate thought long dead is back.
Violent, angry, and hell-bent on revenge, they have Hellequin firmly in
their sights. And if he won't come willingly, they'll take those closest to
him first. The battle begins again.
William Shakespeare's Star Wars - Ian Doescher 2013-07-09
The New York Times Best Seller Experience the Star Wars saga
reimagined as an Elizabethan drama penned by William Shakespeare
himself, complete with authentic meter and verse, and theatrical
monologues and dialogue by everyone from Darth Vader to R2D2. Return
once more to a galaxy far, far away with this sublime retelling of George
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Lucas’s epic Star Wars in the style of the immortal Bard of Avon. The
saga of a wise (Jedi) knight and an evil (Sith) lord, of a beautiful princess
held captive and a young hero coming of age, Star Wars abounds with all
the valor and villainy of Shakespeare’s greatest plays. Authentic meter,
stage directions, reimagined movie scenes and dialogue, and hidden
Easter eggs throughout will entertain and impress fans of Star Wars and
Shakespeare alike. Every scene and character from the film appears in
the play, along with twenty woodcut-style illustrations that depict an
Elizabethan version of the Star Wars galaxy. Zounds! This is the book
you’re looking for.
Blackcoat - Steve McHugh 2021-08-27
When Celine Moro took a job as a Blackcoat, an elite agency tasked with
investigating crimes throughout Union space, she thought she had finally
put her past to rest. Now, betrayed by her allies, her world is falling
apart. Running from the corrupt politicians that she had sworn to bring
to justice, Celine is dusting off the skills of her old trade in order to bring
truth to light. The only thing bringing her comfort is knowing how much
worse her friends are eventually going to feel about their betrayal.
Uncanny Collateral - Brian McClellan 2019-04-02
Alek Fitz is a reaper, a collection agent who works for the supernatural
elements of the world, tracking down debtors and solving problems for
clients as diverse as the Lords of Hell, vampires, Haitian loa, and goblins.
He’s even worked for the Tooth Fairy on occasion. Based out of
Cleveland, Ohio, Alek is the best in the game. As a literal slave to his job,
he doesn’t have a choice. When Death comes looking for someone to
track down a thief, Alek is flung into a mess of vengeful undead,
supernatural bureaucracy, and a fledgling imp war. As the consequences
of failure become dire, he has few leads, and the clock is ticking. Only
with the help of his friend Maggie—an ancient djinn with a complex
past—can he hope to recover the stolen property, save the world, and
just maybe wring a favor out of the Great Constant himself. It’s a hell of a
job, but somebody’s got to do it . . .
Chivalry and Violence in Medieval Europe - Richard W. Kaeuper 2001
Includes evidence from chivalric literature, chivalric mythology, knights
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and hermits, the Church and governing power, war and violence,
prowess/honor/piety/status, war and tournament, conduct of war, looting
and destruction, loyalty, nobility, largesse, formal manners, male
bonding, sexual violence, Song of Aspremont, Crowning of Louis, Raoul
de Cambrai, The Quest of the Holy Grail, The Death of King Arthur,
Robert the Devil/Sir Gowther, The Romance of the Wings, The Book of
the Order of Chivalry, L'Histoire de Guillaume le Marechal, Livre de
chevalerie, Morte Darthur, etc.
Atlantis - Ignatius Donnelly 2006-08
Long known as the classic work on the study of Atlantis, the author puts
forth the idea that this was the true place where civilization began.This
one book has done more than any other in promoting the idea for the lost
continent of Atlantis.
Horsemen's War - Steve McHugh 2020-12-03
It's a dark day for the earth realms. Will it be the last? Sorcerer Nate
Garrett lost much in the battle that devastated Asgard, but the war
against darkness is far from over. He's spent a year searching for Arthur,
hell-bent on stopping the evil leader of Avalon and rescuing his friend
Tommy from his clutches. Nate's investigation brings him to Washington,
DC, where he finds the city under siege. Just when all hope seems lost,
Layla Cassidy and her team arrive to join the fight, but Avalon's deadly
plan to conquer the earth realm is underway. Meanwhile, Mordred is on
a quest to find allies in the upcoming war against Avalon, hoping to find
Arthur and stop him before it's too late. As the rebellion forces close in
on Arthur, each of them know this could be their last fight. But with
Arthur massing an unstoppable army of his own, will Nate's fury be
enough to defeat him once and for all?
Fire in His Fingertips: a Flirty Fireman Ravishes Me with His
Smoldering Gaze - Tanishi Kawano 2020-02-11
Fujihashi Ryo enjoys her job as an office worker well enough, but it
doesn't hold a candle to the exciting job of her childhood friend Mizuno
Souma, who works as a fireman. He and his handsome buddies are more
than happy to entertain ladies with their heroic tales. Ryo wants to set up
Souma with a girl in her office, but he's too much of a playboy to settle
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down...or so she thinks. It turns out that he has the hots for her, and
when he rescues her from a fire in her building, a different kind of spark
begins to fly! In this sexy romance for Mature Readers, one fiery couple
really turns up the heat.
Prison of Hope - Steve McHugh 2015-04-14
Long ago, Olympian gods imprisoned the demon Pandora in a
human—Hope—creating a creature whose only purpose was chaos and
death. Remorseful, the gods locked Pandora away in Tartarus, ruled by
Hades. Now, centuries later, Pandora escapes. Nate Garrett, a 1,600year-old sorcerer, is sent to recapture her and discovers her plan to
disrupt the 1936 Berlin Olympic Games, killing thousands in a misplaced
quest for vengeance. Fast forward to modern-day Berlin, where Nate has
agreed to act as guardian on a school trip to Germany to visit Hades at
the entrance to Tartarus. When Titan King Cronus becomes the second
ever to escape Tartarus, Nate is forced to track him down and bring him
back, to avert a civil war between those who would use his escape to
gain power. Prison of Hope is the fourth book in the highly acclaimed
and action-packed dark urban fantasy series, the Hellequin Chronicles.
Disenchantment - Matt Groening 2019
Where the Dead Walk - John Bowen 2014-08-14
The Amazon Best Seller. #1 Suspense/Occult, #1 Supsense/Ghosts, #2
Suspense/Paranormal, #25 Suspense as a whole. Listen to the first 10
minutes on John's author page. For some, ghosts are no more than the
wounds loved ones leave in their wake, haunting the living only with
their absence. Others take a more literal view... Kate Bennett, presenter
of paranormal investigation cable TV show, 'Where the Dead Walk', isn't
sure what she believes, other than she seems cursed to lose all those
closest to her. After investigating a neglected cliff-top house, empty for a
decade because its 'haunted', Kate is left convinced a spirit within holds
the answers to a childhood she can't remember and an unimaginable
crime. What she can't know is that the house's owner, Sebastian Dahl, is
searching for something too, and he intends to get it, whatever the cost.
Rivers of London - Ben Aaronovitch 2017-06-13
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My name is Peter Grant and until January I was just probationary
constable in that mighty army for justice known to all right-thinking
people as the Metropolitan Police Service (and as the Filth to everybody
else). My only concerns in life were how to avoid a transfer to the Case
Progression Unit - we do paperwork so real coppers don't have to - and
finding a way to climb into the panties of the outrageously perky WPC
Leslie May. Then one night, in pursuance of a murder inquiry, I tried to
take a witness statement from someone who was dead but disturbingly
voluable, and that brought me to the attention of Inspector Nightingale,
the last wizard in England. Now I'm a Detective Constable and a trainee
wizard, the first apprentice in fifty years, and my world has become
somewhat more complicated: nests of vampires in Purley, negotiating a
truce between the warring god and goddess of the Thames, and digging
up graves in Covent Garden ... and there's something festering at the
heart of the city I love, a malicious vengeful spirit that takes ordinary
Londoners and twists them into grotesque mannequins to act out its
drama of violence and despair.The spirit of riot and rebellion has
awakened in the city, and it's falling to me to bring order out of chaos or die trying.
Death Unleashed - Steve McHugh 2020-02-27
A deadly venom. A looming rebellion. A vicious siege. And the clock is
ticking. For sorcerer Nate Garrett, the stakes have risen. If Asgard falls,
he may lose much more than his home--he may lose the thing dearest to
him. To stand a fighting chance against Avalon, he must be ready to go to
war. But when his best friend and father are poisoned, Nate must race
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against the clock in a desperate quest to find a cure. Layla Cassidy is
tasked with gaining the aid of the Valkyrie in Valhalla, but once there,
she finds herself involved in another rebellion and must pick a side.
Meanwhile, Mordred finds himself on a hunt for Excalibur, a weapon of
incredible power that would aid the rebellion in their fight against Arthur
and his allies. But to retrieve it, Mordred must face uncomfortable truths
about himself. War looms over the rebellion, and the battle for Asgard is
at hand. Time is running out as Avalon's forces threaten total
destruction. But Nate can't be in two places at once. Can he find the
cure, and can he, Layla, and Mordred save the realms before it's too
late?
Promise of Wrath - Steve McHugh 2016-11-08
A powerful sorcerer. A forgotten past. Hellequin is back, and the end is
near. A terrible storm is brewing in London, and Nathan Garrett, the
sorcerer known as Hellequin, is the only one who can stop it. But his
enemies have other plans. Harnessing the power of an ancient stone
tablet, they cast Nate and his allies into another realm, where a bloody
conflict rages between creatures twisted by magic. Meanwhile, with his
friends' lives in danger, Nate must put centuries of differences aside, and
place his trust in one of his greatest foes. Time is running out. Trapped
and outnumbered, Nate must use all his wits and power to survive and
find his way home before his enemies start a war that could destroy
everything he holds close. Welcome to the penultimate chapter of the
Hellequin Chronicles.
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